BRIGHT PEN

MAGIC WINDOW

The BRIGHT PEN is a fast and effortless alternative to keyboard input. It's uses for menu selection , game
plays, and graphic generation are unlimited. Graphs and
histograms can be quickly and easily constructed with
the BRIGHT PEN's two by two pixel resolution .
The BRIGHT PEN includes the PENSOFTsoftware package. PEN SOFT adds
new commands to Applesoft for BRIGHT PEN control. You can use PENSOFT to
speed interaction between your programs and the user.
For those lucky folks who already own the BRIGHT PEN , PENSOFT is the
key to expanding your BRIGHT PEN library of interactive programs.

MAGIC WINDOW represents an incredible breakthrough in Word Processing for the APPLE 11. Formatting such as justification, centering of text, and
columnization is done directly in the editing mode. There is no longer a need for
special formatting commands to be entered. What you see on the screen is what you
get on your printer. MAGIC WINDOW also allows you to type up to 80 characters per
line, eliminating extra costs for 80 column hardware.

REQUIREMENTS : 32K DISK II Drive FP BASIC
BRIGHT PEN and PENSOFT: $49.95
PENSOFT: $29.95

JOURNEY
With JOURNEY and your APPLE you will be able
to explore strange and faroff lands without having to
leave the comfort and serenity of your home. JOURNEY
wisks you off to a land filled with dangerous monsters
and priceless treasures. Your APPLE is your eyes and
ears and you will rely on it to help you acquire all the treasure that you can carry
without getting eaten alive. Simple one word commands tell your APPLE all it needs to
know, some may even be abbreviated. JOURNEY changes every time you play, a
move that's safe in one game may be disastorous in the next. JOURNEY uses the
language PILOT (included) for fast paced action. Be prepared to spend lots of time
with JOURNEY .
REQUIREMENTS : 48K DISK II Drive Price: $29.95

BASEBALL FEVER
Catch BASEBALL FEVER with this game that never gets rained out. You are
the pitcher, batter and manager for your team . You control the line-up, pitching
staff, base stealers, just like the real thing . Great color
animation makes this program a real winner. When the
game is over, you can save the game statistics to disk or
tape to mark your progress throughout the season.
REQUIREMENTS :

48K DISK II Drive
Integer Basic Price: $19.95

Some of MAGIC WINDOW'S other features include:
A type ahead buffer, allowing you to type as
fast as you wish without the fear of losing characters .
Global search lets you find any string anywhere
in the document.
A menu driven operating system. No need to
type in your commands, just select from the options
available in each subsystem .
Simple to use single key-stroke editing commands allowing complete cursor control anywhere on
the document.
Compatible with the Apple Language System,
allowing you an extra 10K for your editing buffer.
Standard APPLE files. MAGIC WINDOW's file
structure allows you to use its files in your own Basic
language programs .
MAGIC WINDOW allows you to take total advantage of your printers
capabilities . Proportional spacing, superscripting , subscripting , doublestrike and
changing fonts are all available (depending on your printer) with MAGIC WINDOW .
So if you 're tired of listening to all the hype about Word Processors and are
looking for an easy to use and powerful Word Processing System then MAGIC
WINDOW is for you .
REQUIREMENTS :
Price: $99.95

48K DISK II Drive

BASIC MAILER
Attention , MAGIC WINDOW owners!! Do you do a lot of correspondence or
handle mailing lists with MAGIC WINDOW? Well , if you do then BASIC MAILER is
for you . Use MAGIC WINDOW to create a letter, and let BASIC MAILER merge the
letter with an address file to create as many form letters as you wish . BASIC MAILER
will save you so much time with form letters for mailing list that it is hard to believe.
Use the extra time to get extra work done or take a break and play some of SOFTAPE's
terrific games. This program is a must for any company or individual with any size
mailing list. The time and money saved by BASIC MAILER will make up the cost of
this program in no time at all.
REQUIREMENTS :

MAGIC WINDOW Word Processor
Price: 69.95

DISK II Drive 32K

THE ELECTRONIC INDEX CARD FILE
This program for your Apple II uses the Disk II
to store and retrieve information such as recipes, telephone numbers, etc. Instead of using paper cards , the
information is stored on diskettes, which eliminates alot
of messy paper.
Each card in the file is 40 columns wide by 12 lines long allowing for the
storage of large amounts of data. Your index cards are stored in alphabetical order so
finding or modifying data is just seconds away. Complete documentation is included.
REQUIREMENTS :

DISK II Drive
Price: $29.95

FP or INT Basic

THE SCREEN MACHINE
Explore the world of programmable characters with the SCREEN MACHINE.
You can now create new character sets , foreign alphabets , electronic symbols,
anything you want, or use the standard upper and lower ASCII character set. The
SCREEN MACHINE lets you redefine any keyboard character. Just create any
symbol with just a few keystrokes, and THE SCREEN MACHINE will assign that
symbol to the key of your choice. THE SCREEN MACHINE gives you the option of
saving your character symbols to disk or tape for later use. There is no complicated
" patching" needed. THE SCREEN MACHINE is transparent to your programs. Just
print the new character with a Basic " PRINT" statement.
Complete documentation is included. This is probably
the easiest to use character generator available today.
REQUIREMENTS :

48K DISK II Drive
FP or INT Basic Price: $29.95

CRAPS
Ladies and gentlemen, place your bets please!!
Las Vegas CRAPS is a one or two player, high-resolution
dice game even better than the real thing , there's no
money to lose! If you can do it in real Craps you can do
it in this exciting simulation . Place bets, play the field ,
the passline, hardway rolls, anything goes. Dice rolls are animated on the screen .
Improve your own game or devise a " system". You'll be amazed how easily moves are
made, and how fast the game progresses. ATTENTION, BRIGHT PEN owners!! You
can use your BRIGHT PEN to play CRAPS without using the keyboard of your APPLE.
REQUIREMENTS :

48 K Disk II Drive

Price: $24.95

DRAW POKER
Did you ever find yourself in the mood for some poker, but couldn't find
anyone to play with. Well , you' ll never have that problem as long as you have DRAW
POKER from SOFTAPE. Hi-Res playing cards and a green felt playing surface give
this game the qualities of a classic. Everything in this computer version is the same as
sitting in at one of the tables in Las Vegas. Ask for new cards, bet the house limit, but
always remember-your opponent has the best poker face in the business, so be
careful. You can't help not having a great time with
DRAW POKER, and the best part of all is that no matter
how much " money" you lose, you 'll always leave the table •~@"'1111iiliil
with the shirt on your back.
REQUIREMENTS : 32K DISK II Drive

Price: $29.95

APPLE "21"
The excitement and realism of casino Blackjack is brought to your home in
this exceptional package. Hi-Res playing cards and a green "felt" table bring that
Las Vegas atmosphere wherever and whenever you want it. Up to three players may
challenge the " DEALER " in this fast paced game of wits. Should you hit or hold, or
maybe double down, the choice is yours. The game keeps track of your winnings or
losses and tells you how you have done during this session. Any player may join or
leave the game at any time without effecting the game. If you love Blackjack then this
game is for you .
REQUIREMENTS :

48K DISK II Drive
Applesoft or Integer Basic Price: $24 95

STARMINES

ROULETTE

Are you tired of hearing all those claims that
game manufacturers are making about their new
products? Well , now there is a game that lives up to your
expectations. In STARMINES you must guide your
spacecraft through a seemingly endless minefield in
space. The mines will come out of nowhere with the sole intent of destroying your
craft. A rmed with a single laser cannon , you must destroy the mines before they
collide with your vessel. After clearing one quadrant, you jump into hyperspace to get
away , only to come out of it in the middle of another minefield. Five levels make this
game challenging for the seasoned player as well as the beginner.
REQUIREMENTS :

48K DISK II Drive

Price: $29.95

BAKER'S TRILOGY
This is a compilation of Steve Baker's finest games for the APPLE II . It's
three great games for the price of one. PLANETOIDS puts you in control of a
spaceship careening through space. You must destroy all of the Planetoids before
they destroy you . BURNOUT seats you in a low, sleek Formula One racer in the
APPLE Speedway. Two other drivers will do anything to keep you from completing
the race-even sacrifice their own cars by running into you . If they do, you'll crash and
burn . BUBBLES takes you into deep space and puts you
behind the laser cannon of a space station. Your mission ,
should you decide to accept it, destroy all the enemy
BUBBLES that approach the space station .
REQUIREMENTS :

48K DISK II Drive FP or INT Basic ~~=..?~=;;;
Price: $29.95

BEST OF BISHOP II
Since 1978, Bob Bishop has been setting standards for Hi-Res graphics and
animation on the APPLE II . Even today, some of his earliest works are still among the
finest available. In this package, you get nine of Bob's best offerings. Five of these are
fast paced , Hi-Res action games. They include: Rocket Pilot, Saucer Invasion, Star
Wars (based on the movie) , Space Maze and Bomber. Also, the package contains two
animated classics : Apple Vision and Apple Movie. Both are great examples of what
can be done with the APPLE graphics capabilities . And that's not all!! As an extra
bonus , two additional programs, Talking Calculator, an excellent teaching aid, and
Music Kaleidoscope, a perenn ial party favorite, are included. This package has to be
one of the best bargains on the market today . Less than
five dollars per program . If you can find a better bargain ,
buy it!
REQUIREMENTS :

48K DI SK II Drive FP or INT Basic
Price: $3 .95

ROULETTE is a realistic simulation of one of the
all-time favorite casino games. This one or two player
game uses superior Hi-Res graphics and an actual
spinning wheel to make you feel as if you were actually
in Monte Carlo or Las Vegas . Bets can be placed via the keyboard or you can use
SOFTAPE'S BRIGHT PEN . This is excellent addition to any software collection .
REQUIREMENTS

48K DISK II Drive

Price: $24 95

MICROGAMMON II
MICROGAMMON II is a triumph in board game ·
simulations. No other Backgammon program uses
intelligent, HI-RES graphics and human engineering the
way Microgammon II does. If you love Backgammon
then Microgammon II is for you . During each move, you
can actually see the pieces slide across the board , allowing you to develop a better
concept of the game and at the same time improving your skills . Microgammon II
automatically adjusts it's skill level to it's opponent. A must!!
REQUIREMENTS :

48K DISK II Drive

Price: $19.95

GOMOKU
The age-old game of GOMOKO is now available for your APPLE II . This
game of five in-a-row was never like this . You play against a very smart and fast
opponent with three levels of skill. The game is played on a Hi-Res board designed
with THE SCREEN MACHINE giving this game the
beauty and style of chess. Black Tooth GOMOKU will
exercise your mind and improve your strategy and your
ability to think ahead .
REQUIREMENTS ·

48K DISK II Drive

Price: $19.95

CROSSWORDS
ATTENTION , Crossword fans!!! There is no need to wait until Sunday to
work a crossword puzzle. Now, with your APPLE 11 and CROSSWORDS from Softape,
you can solve the puzzles any day of the week . CROSSWORDS contains 24 different
Hi-Res crossword puzzles for your enjoyment. You can also modify existing puzzl es
1
or create your own . It's great for improving your spelling
~; "'!:"~... ,,.~ _.+ !j ·
and expanding your vocabulary. And the best part of all !f:tro'i.•Li•' .~mwo~j
you 'll never have to get up to sharpen your pencil.
'! :·
! ~J,i .. r
REQUIREMENTS

48K DISK II Drive FP Basic
Price: $29.95
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FORTE

APPLE-LIS'NER

FORTE is an interpretive language devoted to
the playing and writing of music. This language allows
the operator to access the music playing capabilities of
the APPLE II , in a way that, up until now required hours
of tedious calculations and coding to play only a few
notes. With FORTE, all of the hard work has been done for you , allowing your creative
instincts to take over.

Now you can communicate with your APPLE via
spoken words without additional hardware costs . By
using your cassette recorder and a microphone, APPLELIS'NER will listen for the words or phrases that it has
been taught and respond under program control. An
APPLE-LIS'NER vocabulary requires less than 1K of memory for a 31 word
vocabulary and it is compatible with APPLE-TALKER for real conversation software.

The music written in FORTE is as easy to enter, list and edit as programs
written in Basic, Debugging a program is even easier. If the user is familiar with
BASIC, then using FORTE will be a snap.

The package is easy to use and comes complete with a "PREFIX" program
and all the necessary documentation needed to write your own programs with voice
recognition.

FORTE can either play music through the built-in speaker in the APPLE or
output the music through the cassette output port to an external amplifier. Programs
written in FORTE are easily saved to disk or cassette and can be easily outputted to a
printer for listing .

REQUIREMENTS :

FORTE was developed to be easy and fun for the beginner, yet capable of
handling the most complex passages the veteran musician can devise.
REQUIREMENTS:

48K DISK II Drive

Price: $29.95

DISK UTILITIES
If you own a Disk Drive then this set of programs is for you. Five programs
that allow you to better organize and maintain your disk files. The package includes:
Single Drive Copy
Catalog Alphabetizer
Delete and Undelete files
Binary files-Statistics and length
Disk status-unused space
Lock/ unlock all files
Also included is the Menu system, allowing the user to select programs from
the catalog via the arrow keys . Optimum use of the Menu system would be to use it as
a HELLO program for a diskette. A 20 page manual is included to take you step by step
through the programs .
This set of programs sells for $29.95. That's less than five dollars per
program . An excellent investment.
REQUIREMENTS :

48K DISK II Drive

Price: $29.95
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32K DISK II Drive

INT Basic

Price: $29.95

APPLETALKER
Give your Apple 11 the power of speech!! Your programs can now talk to you .
Any Apple with 48K can use this incredible program . The APPLETALKER , which
accepts voice or audio information through the cassette input port, digitizes the
information and stores it in numbered tables in your computers memory (RAM). The
stored information may then be played back using the speaker built in to the Apple.
You can also SAVE the tables to tape for later use. Audio tables or "Talker Tables"
are created using your cassette recorder and microphone. By using the APPLETALKER subroutine package (included) and a few lines of basic, you can use the
"Talker Tables" that you create to give any Apple program the power of speech
without the hardware costs!!! Also , included in the package are the programs ''Talking
Calculator" and "Tic Tac Talker", created using APPLETALKER .
APPLET ALKER comes complete with all the
routines and documentation you'll need, so you can get
started writing talking programs right away.
REQUIREMENTS ;

DISK II Drive
48K INT Basic

Price· $29.95

FORTH II
FORTH is a threaded language which has been in use since the 1960's and
now there is a version which has been designed for use exclusively on an APPLE 11
computer. FORTH is many times faster than BASIC and after a little use, it w ill become
as easy to program . Some of FORTH's features include: memory efficiency, simple to
debug, disk based editor and compiler and verbs for graphics, game 1/ 0 , sound , disk
and tape 1/ 0 . So, if you 've been planning to go beyond BASIC, then this is the
language for you .

BLANK DISKETTES
Don't let diskette costs get you down. Softape diskettes have the quality you
demand for a price you 'll like. Each diskette is tested and certified to be of top quality.
The reinforcing hub ring gives added strength for years of dependable storage.
100 diskettes
175.00
50 diskettes
92.50
10 diskettes
19.95
5 diskettes
10.50

ORDER INFORMATION
Softape products can be found at all finer computer stores or from Softape.
Orders are shipped by UPS or U.S. Mail unless otherwise requested. Shipping charges will be added to all orders.
Softape guarantees all it's products to be free of defects in material and
workmanship.
Softape will gladly replace any defective product within 30 days with proof
of purchase.

The first publisher
of software for
the Apple computer

10432 Burbank Boulevard
North Hollywood

CA 91601

(213) 985-5763

DROWNING
IN PAPERWORK?

The MAGIC WINDOW word processing system lets you breath easier.
MAGIC WINDOW's overwhelming appeal
among experts and novice computer users
originates from its simulation of a standard typewriter. Add three types of disk file storage,
four way scrolling providing full viewing of
80 column documents, logically placed and easy
to learn single key editing commands,
and you have a word processor that is truly
magical.

ANNOUNCING BASIC MAILER
BASIC MAILER is a mailing list merge
system designed to take MAGIC WINDOW
document files and replace names,
addresses or any other section of the document
with individual data, creating customized
letters, invoices, etc. BASIC MAILER uses the
same human engineered menu systems
used by MAGIC WINDOW.
Together MAGIC WINDOW and BASIC
MAILER create an affordable, powerful and
professional word processing mailing system.
The uses for either of these systems are
almost unlimited.

